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Dear Colleagues,
The spread of the COVID-19 pandemic presents us with unprecedented challenges. We are all having to make changes in the way we live and work,
and the pandemic has challenged human life across the world.
The Central and State Governments are overseeing the management of the pandemic, while all of us are aligning and supporting these initiatives
completely. Our team, along with our business partners, is also supporting the government, community and customers. My compliments and
appreciation are due to our real heroes who are executing these initiatives at ground level. They have gone the extra mile, to deliver essential
services and support communities.
As we emerge out of the lock down, we will remain fully aligned with government guidelines and we will progressively resume operations in
a graded manner. While we ramp-up, we must ensure that, post lockdown, we continue to take all the necessary precautions for a much longer
duration. Most importantly, aspects like ‘Social Distancing’ will have to be integrated into our lifestyle. And we must remain consistent with our
safety processes and LIFE program principles.
We must remain safe – as individuals, families, workplace teams and organizations. We carry a huge responsibility and an enormous challenge. At
MLL, our operations have a high level of interdependence with our customers’ operations & our business partners’. We have a collective responsibility
in implementing measures which safeguard these stakeholders as well. This will require short-term and long-term changes in our operating
processes and standards. To facilitate this change, our operations excellence team, under guidance of management, has worked out a detailed SOP
for safe start of operations. The plan integrates YOUR SAFETY at the core.
Guidelines include starting from home to going back safely. Aspects like behaviour at workplace, usage of PPE, transport, canteen and other
common facilities, guidelines in case of sickness and health emergencies are explained in detail. Guidelines for transportation and mobility operations have also been laid out in the SOP.
Any changes in Government’s guidelines to align with advices from WHO and the medical medical fraternity will be communicated separately to
each of you. In addition, we will continue to leverage digitization and will release updates periodically about our standards and processes. Please
keep a close watch for such updates. As many of us operate closely with customers, it is imperative that the SOP and guidelines are implemented
in collaboration with our customers and their policies and standards.
I am confident that we will continue to show the right spirit and overcome these challenges. Let us go the extra mile to ensure safety in our operations.

Stay safe.

Rampraveen Swaminathan
Managing Director & CEO
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Dear Colleagues,
These are challenging times amid the COVID 19 pandemic outbreak. At MLL, we are committed to keeping everyone safe. And even though the
Coronavirus poses a threat to our wellbeing, it is essential for us to be prepared with measures to prevent and contain the spread of this disease, especially at our workplace.
The Guidelines on Work Resumption post the COVID 19 Lockdown, contain ground rules, policies, and emergency plans that need to be abided by
every individual who is inside MLL’s premises.
To ensure adoption of these guidelines, the Incidence Management Team (IMT) will work in close collaboration with stakeholders at various levels
to ensure maximum effect.
The compliance and sustenance of GUIDELINES depends on the following 4 factors:
Consistency: Consistency: Employees making sure they are adhering to the said guidelines. Use of hand and respiratory hygiene, along with
defined social distancing
Cooperation: The Location head, Location HRs and the Safety team have been given the mandate to ensure proper screening of employees for
COVID-19 symptoms, implementing the usage of PPE, maintaining employee/visitor self-declaration records, frisking, etc. of everyone entering the
MLL offices and sites, pan India. We recommend use of Aarogya Setu app launched by the Government of India.
Transparency: It is mandatory for all MLL employees, vendors, BA’s, etc. to fill a self-declaration form, pertaining to place of residence, travel history,
contact with a possible COVID-19 case, etc. We request you to provide complete and honest details while filling the forms. This will enable us to
prevent possible contamination of the workplace and ensure contact tracing.
Accountability: Routine audits to be conducted at scheduled intervals to ensure that proper hygiene and sanitization norms are being followed at
all sites & offices. Every incident related to suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases need to be handled swiftly as per the laid down procedures and
the details to be immediately uploaded on M-SAFE as well.
I would like to reassure you all that we are deeply committed to keeping you safe & work as one team to ensure a safe work environment.

Rajesh Shetty

VP - Operations Excellence
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Part A :
General

7

1.

INTRODUCTION:
This protocol is to be used as a Corporate and Recommended Practice Guideline and aligns with the Centres for Disease
Control (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO) and Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MOHFW) recommendations
to the greatest extent possible. This is a working document and will be updated to reflect changes. The Return to Work
Protocol provides general recommendations for use in all MLL facilities. Because there may be circumstances unique to
a location, there may be some cases in which an MLL facility must adapt the recommendations of the protocol to address
that facility’s specific requirements. Such exceptions must be authorized by senior leadership. Additionally, all facilities must
comply with all applicable laws meaning that if there is a conflict between the recommendations in the Guidelines on work
resumption post COVID-19 lockdown and the applicable law, the facility must follow the applicable law.

1.1. COVID 19 :
The COVID-19 belongs to a family of viruses known as the Coronaviruses, which can cause illnesses ranging from the
common cold to more severe diseases, such as the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome (MERS). The infections started in China but confirmed infections have also been reported in Korea, Japan, Italy,
India, USA, UK, Europe, UAE and many other parts of the world.
The virus spreads through contact.
The symptoms of the virus are like that of regular pneumonia. Typical symptoms include fever, runny nose, sore throat,
cough and shortness of breath.
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1.2. DEFINITION OF CONTACT:
A contact is defined as a healthy person who has been in association with an infected person or a contaminated
environment (have been exposed) and is therefore at a higher risk of developing disease.
A contact in the context of COVID-19 is:
• A person living in the same household as a COVID-19 case;
• A person having had direct physical contact with a COVID-19 case or his/her infectious secretions without recommended
personal protective equipment (PPE) or with a possible breach of PPE;
• A person who was in a closed environment or had face to face contact with a COVID-19 case within 1 meter including
air travel;

1.3

COVID-19 Case
There are two types of cases –

A. Suspect Case:
• A person with acute respiratory illness (fever and at least one sign/symptom of respiratory disease
(e.g., cough, shortness of breath) AND a history of travel to/of residence in a country/area or territory reporting
local transmission (See NCDC website for updated list) of COVID-19 disease during the 14 days prior to
symptom onset; OR
• A person with severe acute respiratory infection (fever and at least one sign/symptom of respiratory disease,
e.g., cough, shortness breath) AND requiring hospitalization and with no other ethology that fully explains the
clinical presentation; OR
• A case for whom testing for COVID-19 is inconclusive

B. Laboratory Confirmed Case:
A person with laboratory confirmation of COVID-19 infection, irrespective of clinical signs and symptoms
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2.

OBJECTIVES:
The objective of this guideline is to ensure proper precautions at MLL. It will also help us deal with the COVID-19
pandemic as work resumes at all sites post lockdown.

3.

SCOPE:
This document is applicable to all sites and branch offices of Enterprise Mobility Business.

4.

RESPONSIBILITY:
IMT, Steering committee, All Location HR, Location Heads, Branch Managers, Cluster Heads and
respective Vertical Heads.

5.

APPLICABILITY:
90 days or further notice from management after the resumption of work post lock down completion.
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Part B:
Common Guidelines
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6.

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM (IMT):

6.1

Purpose:
Purpose of this guideline is to form the Incident Management Team for resuming work after lockdown
due to COVID-19 outbreak.

6.2

Scope:
This standard applies to all locations, Branch Offices and offices of Mahindra Logistics.

6.3

Responsibility:
Location HR /Location head/Regional HR/Regional Admin/Corporate HR/Corporate Admin/ Branch Manager

6.4

Guidelines:
Incident Management Teams (IMTs) play an essential role in the management of, and response to the COVID-19
Coronavirus pandemic. In our organization, there are three levels of IMT, as per the escalation hierarchy –
1. Steering committee
2. Central team
3. Zonal level
4. Site level

6.4.1

The Central team:
A. Admin Head :
• Understanding requirements of disinfectant material and PPE from the location HRs and keeping stock of minimum
1 month at each location
• Procurement of disinfectant materials and PPE, centrally or locally
• Supply of disinfectant material and PPE at each location in coordination with the LHRs for requirement
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B. HR Head :
• Developing training modules, to be conducted over MS Teams in coordination with the Safety team to promote
preparedness and responsiveness amongst employees at each location before resuming work
• Procurement of disinfectant materials and PPE, centrally or locally
• All information of employees showing symptoms or any COVID-19 positive case to be reported to the
Business HR head immediately

C. Safety Head :
• Ensuring awareness training being conducted on COVID-19 with the regional team and site safety officer/SPOC
• CAPA for the COVID-19 cases, if found, along with site HR, site ADM, regional safety and site safety

D. Local team :
• Location HR:
• Conduct trainings to ensure safety and preparedness amongst employees
• Tracking demand and supply of PPE and disinfectant materials at the location and informing about the
requirements to the Admin head (Central team)
• Any suspects or positive cases to be immediately informed to the Business HR Head and follow the protocol of
‘handling positive cases
• Location Head / Branch Manager:
• Prepare shift-wise roster for the changed shifts to maintain social distancing and ensuring that even though
the location doesn’t have full capacity, the productivity is not hampered substantially
• Ensure social distancing (Protocol mentioned below) at the location
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6.4.2 Incident Management Team- Zonal Level:
Incident Management Team will help to mitigate the corona suspect or confirmed case at the cluster level.
There are 4 clusters in Pan India
a. North
b. South
c. East
d. West

6.4.3 Incident Management Team - The location head / Branch Manager is responsible for ensuring compliance
as per the guideline
NOTE:
• The IMT should meet daily, once established
• Include Business Associates as appropriate
• Leverage Safety Teams/Committees and Members
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7

GUIDELINES FOR PANDEMIC PREVENTION AND CONTROL

7.1

Handling of Suspected Cases of COVID-19

7.1.1

Purpose:
Ensure social distancing, safety and well-being of all employees

7.1.2 Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all types of warehouses,
customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office, all regional offices, branch
offices, sites and other locations where MLL operates.

7.1.3 Responsibility:
Security, Location head/Branch Manager, IMT member, Location HR, Safety SPOC, Branch Manager, Location
IMT member

7.1.4 Guidelines (Refer to Annexure for detailed guidelines)
• Identify the symptoms of COVID-19 as per the self-declaration or at workplace
• Separate suspected employee/Visitor/vendor from the area and keep them in the identified Isolation area.
No person will stay with the infected individual. Avoid personal touch and maintain minimum 6 feet distance from
the suspected person
• Report the incident on MSAFE
• Restrict movement of employees or visitors or vendors to the identified isolation area
• Disinfect the area and walk path on an immediate basis
• Report to LHR/CHR/ADMIN team member immediately
• Call COVID-19 helpline for the evacuation from the premises (Ref. Annexure for state wise help- line no)
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• Only authorised hospital or government personnel will move the person to hospital (Ref Annexure for state wise
help-line no)
• Immediately take the disinfection measures at all the locations and walk path where the suspected person
was working
• Make a list of all the persons with whom this person had interacted and inform the government authority to
quarantine them as per government protocol
• Kindly ensure that these individuals do not report to duty without a medical certificate, after their quarantine
period is over
• Restrict area for the movement of employees or visitors or vendors
• Disinfect the area and walk path immediate basis
• Always wear appropriate PPE

7.2

Disinfection of Operation sites and offices

7.2.1

Purpose:
To establish a sanitary baseline before the offices / sites open. Continuation of the disinfection and cleaning
process on a regular basis to maintain hygiene at all locations.

7.2.2 Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all types of warehouses.
Customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office, all regional offices. Branch offices, sites
and other locations where MLL operates.

7.2.3 Responsibility:
Security, LHR, Housekeeping, Location head/ Branch Manager and IMT at respective locations
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7.2.4 Guidelines:
Kindly refer the below table for details
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Type of Premises

Measures

Frequency

HO/RO/Branch office. Site
Locations (Warehouse, S&LF and
Transport operation)

Cleaning of workstations / lifts / Doorknobs
/ Common surfaces / Washrooms / Sinks

End of each shift

HO/RO/Branch office. Site
Locations (Warehouse, S&LF and
Transport operation)

Cleaning floors and walls / glass doors

Per shift

HO/RO/Branch office. Site
Locations (Warehouse, S&LF and
Transport operation)

All documents / equipment in the facility
to be sanitized and kept separately

Whenever used

Site Locations (Warehouse, S&LF and
Transport operation)

Clean commonly touched surfaces with
disinfectants

Every 2 hours

Site Locations (Warehouse, S&LF and
Transport operation)

Clean commonly touched surfaces of
forklifts / movable trays / transport vehicles
with disinfectants

After every use

HO/RO/Branch office. Site
Locations (Warehouse, S&LF and
Transport operation)

Canteen Area to be sanitized and cleaned
properly

Twice a shift

HO/RO/Branch office. Site
Locations (Warehouse, S&LF and
Transport operation)

All canteen utensils to be cleaned regularly

Immediately after use

• All areas in the premises shall be disinfected completely using user friendly disinfectant mediums
• Security shall maintain a daily logbook and maintain the record of all sanitization activities conducted at the
premises. While, LHR must verify and signoff the logbook by the end of each day (Checklist attached)
• Air conditioning should be avoided as far as possible and natural ventilation to be used
• Hand sanitizer should be kept at the reception of all locations and offices.
• Ensure Natural ventilation by keeping windows in the offices and operating locations open (While ensuring
that there is no dust and foreign particle ingress ).
• If it is not possible to keep the windows open or if there are no windows then ensure cleaning of the AC ducts
and AC filters periodically.
• Recommended temperature setting of 24 degree centigrade
• Disposal of all PPE, cleaning waste to be carefully done at designated places
• Canteen, washrooms, conference rooms and lifts to be strictly used only at one-third of their capacity
• Doors of all rooms should be kept open as much as possible
• Employees to ensure cleaning of laptops / desktops / keyboards / mouse at least once a day by themselves
• 70% alcohol can be used to wipe down surfaces where the use of bleach is not suitable, e.g. metal.
(Chloroxylenol (4.5-5.5%) / Benzalkonium Chloride or any other disinfectants found to be effective against
Coronavirus may be used as per manufacturer’s instructions)
• Always use 1% sodium hypochlorite
• Do not use disinfectants spray on potentially highly contaminated areas (such as toilet bowl or surrounding
surfaces) as it may create splashes which can further spread the virus.
• To prevent cross contamination, discard cleaning material made of cloth (mop and wiping cloth) in appropriate
bags after cleaning and disinfecting. Wear a new pair of cotton gloves and fasten the bag.
• Disinfect all cleaning equipment after use and before using in other areas
• Disinfect buckets by soaking in bleach solution or rinse with hot water

7.3

People Management

7.3.1 Purpose:
Ensure social distancing at site or office by effective people management.

7.3.2 Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all type of
warehouses, customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office, all regional offices,
branch offices, sites and other locations where MLL operates.
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7.3.3 Responsibility:
Location HR, Admin head, Admin team, Safety SPOC, Branch Manager, Location IMT member.

7.3.4

Guidelines for shift timings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.3.4.2

Identify the operational and support category employees at offices & sites
Make special roster and handover to respective HR of all offices & sites
Respective HR will inform security to allow employees as per the roaster at offices & sites
Make separate time slots for ‘IN TIME’ and ‘OUT TIME’ per shift at sites to avoid rush while entering and/ or
exiting the premises
Adjust the tea, lunch & dinner break according to the shift time slots at sites
Resumption of employees to be made in phases at sites after lockdown – 50% in Phase I (1st Week), Next 30% in
Phase II (2nd Week) & remaining 20% in (3rd Week) at sites (After consultation with customer)
Only 50% of the capacity to be utilised at HO and RO
Use of locker rooms for keeping personal belongings is strictly prohibited
Employees to keep social distance of min.1 metre (recommended 6 feet) in changing room while changing clothes
Employees to keep social distance of min.1 metre (recommended 6 feet) in parking area while parking vehicles
All employees are requested to arrive 15 mins early prior to their shift at offices & sites
Social distancing of min.1 metre (recommended 6 feet) to be always maintained in offices, sites, workstations,
changing rooms/ lockers, parking area and entry/ exit gates
All employees need to go through temperature scanning and COVID-19 symptoms checks before entry into
the premises
Employees to use hand sanitizer before entry into the premises at offices & sites
Masks to be worn by everyone in the facility
Gloves to be worn by housekeeping staff / food handlers to ensure adequate safety is taken care of
Employees, visitors and vendors are encouraged to download the Arogya Setu app and this can be monitored
to ensure that the employees have not met any suspected cases

Guidelines for transporters / drivers / helpers:
• Social distancing of 1.5m approximately between any two persons should be the rule
• Drivers should avoid leaving the vehicle as far as possible
• When interacting with people, drivers/helpers when not able to maintain a gap of min 1m
(recommended 6 feet) should wear masks
• Car should be disinfected between each new use with Sodium Hypochlorite solution or any other
suitable disinfectant
• Mat or covers in the car must be regularly cleaned and sun dried to the best extent possible
• Drivers should remain, as far as possible, inside the car while on duty
• Boarding of employees should be performed only after temperature screening
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•
•
•
•
•

Food should be consumed preferably inside the car or in non-crowded spaces
If food is to be purchased, only consume take-away food
At tollbooth or traffic, it is preferred that drivers do not leave the car
If physical documents are exchanged, it is recommended to use sanitizer or wash hands with water and soap
Encourage use of paperless documents and contactless payments where possible

7.3.4.3 Guidelines for Employee Transportation:
Employees travelling to the office/sites from home:
• All company provided commutation (bus / car) shall be disinfected by approved disinfectant after every use
• All employees shall be checked for temperature before boarding
• The person deployed for temperature check shall protect himself/herself by wearing all required PPE and
maintain social distance, while performing the duty
• Commuters boarding the bus shall also maintain social distancing of minimum 1m while traveling - one
employee per seat / alternative seating to ensure social distancing shall be implemented.
• It is recommended to keep the windows open as far as possible
• Employees commuting by own transportation shall be checked at security gate
• Employees should ensure respiratory hygiene by wearing masks
• As far as possible, usage of public transport should be avoided. If any employee working at office location is
using public transport, they should be allowed to work from home
• Passenger vehicles at the site are not allowed inside the premises of the site, at HO in parking area only
• Hand sanitizer is must inside the vehicle
• All vehicles entering the premises, be it employees, vendors or visitors, ensure Hand Sanitizers are available
inside the vehicle
• Disinfect the Car after every use for vehicles which are used for carpooling or if it is from company provided
transporter vehicle
• If the vehicle has come from Red zone then 100% sanitization ( of common areas e.g. seat surfaces rails,
belts, door and window controls)
Do’s

Seating in the cab
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Don’t

Employees travelling between sites/office:
•
•
•
•

Employees to travel between sites only if unavoidable with approval of the vertical head
Employee with such approval, needs to inform his/her respective location HRs one day prior to the date of travel
LHR to facilitate official cab service for the travel
LHR to ensure that the cab has sanitizer kept inside , the driver and employee travelling are using all required PPE

Domestic & International Travel:
• All travel will be discouraged and 100% adherence with government regulations
• All international business travel to be suspended till further notice except for exceptional cases whereby
employees who were part of international travel should follow the 14 days quarantine norms
• All domestic travel within India will be suspended till further intimation except in extraordinary circumstances
with the prior approval CLT, IMT steering committee and MD
• All travel should be declared to LHR as per the travel declaration form

Use of Intercity / Intracity travel:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employees to use personal vehicle for intracity travel
For intercity travel, employees to follow authorized vehicle through Admin team
Health checks of drivers will be done periodically, and report should be shared with Admin team
Admin team to ensure all vehicles are disinfected as per the checklist provided and before the trip, the checklist
is shared with the employee by the driver
Post travel, employee to follow disinfecting protocol before entering the office area
Use alternative seating in the cab to ensure social distancing
Use of mask while on the travel is mandatory
No ACs to be used while travelling

7.4

Preventive Material and PPE Inventory:

7.4.1

Purpose:
To provide disinfection material and PPE to ensure safety of each employee
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7.4.2

Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all types of
warehouses, customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office,
all regional offices, branch offices, sites and other locations where MLL operates.

7.4.3

Responsibility:
Location HR, Admin head, Admin team, Safety SPOC, Branch Manager, Location IMT member

7.4.4

Guidelines:
• LHRs to ensure min. 30-day stock at their respective locations of all disinfection materials and PPE
• Procurement of all disinfection materials to be done by the LHR locally. In case of non-availability of such
materials locally when the requirement is urgent, the LHR should route the procurement through Admin team
• Procurement of all PPE to be done by the central admin team. All requirements to be routed by LHRs to the
Admin team. In case of urgent requirement, LHRs may procure the PPE locally.

List of required disinfection materials
•
•
•
•
•

Cleaning equipment
Handwash
Paper towels
Hand Sanitizers
Disinfectant liquid / spray, etc

List of required PPEs:
•
•
•
•
•
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Disposable masks
Face shields for security
Thermal scanners
Metal detectors
Gloves for housekeeping and warehouse staffs, etc

Kindly refer below table for more information

#

Item

Specification

Quantity

1

Masks

Disposable / reusable masks

Min. 30-day supply

2

Gloves

Cotton gloves

Min. 30-day supply

3

Infrared
thermometer

Medical infrared thermometer/
measures range 32°C to 42.5°C

1 per location / site

4

Disinfectant
spray/ wipes

10% bleach (sodium hypochlorite) solution made
fresh daily, or a hospital-grade disinfectant
(refer to approved disinfectant listing) or equivalent

Min. 30-day supply

5

Spray bottles

1-litre plastic spray containers

Min. 5 bottles

6

Hand sanitizer
(refills)

Sanitizer with Alcohol 70%/local brand Sanitizer

Min. 30-day supply

7

Hand soap

Hand soap / local brand

Min. 30-day supply

8

Paper towels

Paper Towel

Min. 30-day supply

9

Glasses/face shields

Safety glasses / polycarbonate

Min. 30-day supply

Metal detector

Metal detector

As per requirement

10
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8.

SECURITY PROCEDURE:

8.1

Purpose:
Purpose of this guideline is to describe the procedure to follow at entry gate resuming work after lockdown,
due to COVID-19 outbreak.

8.2

Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all types
of warehouses, customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office, all regional
offices, branch offices, sites and other locations where MLL operates.

8.3

Responsibility:
Location HR, Location head/Branch Manager, Security guards

8.4

Guidelines:
Location HR and Location head/Branch Manager

Less than 99.2 F
(37.3 degree C)
1m

Attendance
Better Place
OR
On resistor

More than 99.2 F
(37.3 degree C)

1m

Personal Sanitisation
(hands,shoes etc)
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Waiting- Maintaining
Social Distancing

Temp. Screening and
Self- Declaration

Isolate the person and
report on mSAFE.
Inform to Location IMT

Attendance

Go to workplace
Maintain Social
Distancing

8.4.1

Screening of Employees:
• Kindly wash your hands properly before starting work, as shown in the diagram
• Guide each person to wash hands, ensure that they are walking through the specially designed tray for
disinfecting their shoes.
Right way to wash your hands

1

Wet hands with
clean,running water
(warm or cold),
turn off the tap,
and apply soap

4

2

Lather hands with
soap. Lather backs
of hands, between
fingers, and under
nails (best kept
trimmed)

5

3

Scrub hands for atleast
20 seconds. Need
a timer? Hum the "Happy
Birthday song from
beginning to end twice"

Fig. 5.A

Face Shield

Safety Googles

Face Mask

Safety shoes

Fig. 5.B
Rinse hands well
under clean,
running water

Dry hands using
a clean towel
or air-dry them.

Hand Gloves

• Use Proper PPE
• Strictly avoid directly touching any person
• Ask employees to follow social distancing, keep a minimum of 1-meter distance between two persons.
Use dedicated markings for the same
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Kindly ensure the following for each person who enters from the gate:
A. Proper covering of face by mask
B. Safety shoes and other mandatory PPE
• Check and note down body temperature of each person, It should be less than 99.2 F. If you observe any person
having temperature more than 99.2 F, then immediately separate the person from others and inform the HR or
Location Head
• Such employee must resume work, only if they find themselves fit after 3 days and fill the health declaration form
• If their temperature is again found more than 37.3 C, they must not resume work for the next 20 days

Maintain Social Distancing
Less than 99.2 F
(37.3 degree C)

1m

More than 99.2 F
(37.3 degree C)

1m

Fig. 5.C

Fig. 5.D

• If you observe any sick person who is coughing, then also immediately separate the person from others
and inform the HR or location head. Report on M-Safe and follow the guideline of handling suspected case of
COVID-19
• Ensure social distancing while moving inside plant as shown in fig. 5.C

8.4.2 Self-Declaration: (Kindly ref. Annexure for more details):
• It is mandatory for each employee to fill a self-declaration form as per the given format. Kindly ref. below
table for frequency of self-declaration. Kindly mention sr.no. on each form
• If any discrepancy is found, kindly inform the Local HR and don’t allow such individuals to enter the premises.
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Employee

Type

Frequency of self-Declaration

Normal

1st day of duty after lock down
Every 7th day of duty then after

Sick

1st day of duty and then follow as per normal

Resuming after leave
(any type of leave)

1st day of duty and then follow as per normal

Contractors/BAs

Every day

Drivers and Cleaners

Every day

Any other Visitors

Upon every entry request

8.4.3 Attendance:
• If you are using presence management system, then kindly click one image at a time. Kindly maintain social
distancing each time as shown in fig 5.C. Kindly remove your mask carefully without touching front side and
click the photo. After clicking wear the mask carefully without touching the front side of mask
• While using register and pen, ask the individual to sanitize their hands and ask them to use their
own pens. If not possible, then sanitize the pen properly after each use.
• Kindly avoid use of Biometric machines.
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8.4.4 Frisking:
• Use metal detector
• No Frisking to be done for 15 days after the resumption of work post COVID- 19 lock down. However, this has
to be ensured after having prior permission and approval from Customer
• Ask the employee/visitor to present themselves for checking and remove all their personal belongings to be
show cased to the security Guard.
• If you observe any suspect, then isolate the person and check him or her thoroughly. The security guard has to
use proper PPE (Gloves, Mask and Face shield) and every time sanitize yourself before and after checking
• Use Face shield and hand gloves.
• Do frisking from back side instead of front side.

vehicle must
be parked
outside
office premises

8.4.5 Visitors:
• Visitors will be allowed only if they have proper written permission as shown in the below table.
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TypeofofVisitor
Visitor
Type

•
•
•
•
•

Required Permission from

Drivers and Cleaners

Location Head

Contractors/BAs

Location Head / Branch Manager

MLL Employees from other
Location

Cluster Head / Branch Manager

Vendors

Cluster Head / Branch Manager

Customer

Cluster Head / Branch Manager

All visitors must wear mask compulsorily
Kindly follow the steps 8.4.1,8.4.2 and 8.4.4 as it is
Kindly ask each visitor to fill self-declaration form
Kindly instruct them to follow social distancing and not to roam anywhere
If the visitor has used his/her own vehicle to travel, the said vehicle must be parked outside office premises
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EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION AND TRAINING:

9.1

Purpose
To effectively engage the employees and communicate the protocols and practices related to COVID-19.

9.2

Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all type of
warehouses, customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office, all regional
offices, branch offices, sites and other locations where MLL operates.

9.3

Responsibility:
TM & OD team, Safety team, Operational excellence team, LHR, Location head and All employees working
at any warehouse, office, site or other locations where MLL operates.
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9.4

Guidelines: (Kindly refer Annexure for more details)
Preparedness before resuming to work:
• Safety team to develop a training module, based on protocols and Do’s & Don’ts to be followed, in
coordination with the TM & OD Team
• TM & OD team to identify LHRs and train them on these modules
• LHRs to schedule trainings on these modules via MS Teams before resuming work
• TM & OD team to work on designing screensavers and regular mailers on Coivd-19 crisis to keep the
employees informed
• TM & OD team to prepare quizzes related to COVID-19 crisis and company protocol, in coordination
with the safety team
• IMT members at each site to create WhatsApp groups with the third-party employees and use the
medium for communication on COVID-19 and the protocols to be followed
• TM & OD team to educate and encourage employees about using Inner Sight for mental wellness
during this time

Trainings and communication after resuming work:
• TM & OD team to roll-out the screensavers designed and keep updating every week
• TM & OD team to send regular mailers on the current situation and protocols to be followed resuming
work
• IMT members to continue using Whatsapp groups to communicate with third party employees at their
respective locations. IMT members to ensure that all the important information is passed on to the site
employees via the whatsapp group
• TM & OD team to roll-out quizzes over mails every day
• TM & OD team to educate and encourage employees about using Inner Sight for mental wellness during
this time

General guidelines for conducting HR/other trainings and engagement activities:
• All trainings and engagement activities shall be conducted over MS Teams and not in person
• Meeting rooms shall be strictly used at one-third of their capacity
• For all official communication, WorkPlace @ Facebook to be used by the leaders
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Note: Cleaning and disinfection of mask

•Cloth Mask (wash)
Should be washed properly and frequently and left to hang and air dry. MLL recommends to use reusable
mask and gloves.
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Part C:
A:
General
EM
SPECIFIC GUIDELINES
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10

SITE AND OFFICE MANAGEMENT:

10.1

Purpose
To provide guidelines for employees while working at site and office and during breaks.

10.2 Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all types of
warehouses, customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office, all regional
offices, branch offices, sites and other locations where MLL operates.

10.3 Responsibility:
Branch Manager, Site Supervisor and IMT member.

10.4 Guidelines:
10.4.1 Appointment of Hygiene Champion for each shift per site :
Operations manager will select 1 Hygiene champion for each site & shift. Branch Head must ensure
each Hygiene Champion goes through the training program and is well versed with expectations from the role

10.4.2 Role of Hygiene Champion :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ensure all vehicles are sanitized as per defined guidelines
All cabs should have sanitizers in place
All site employees/ drivers are wearing gloves and masks
Maintenance of social distance norms
Lunch break norms as per defined guidelines
Cab occupancy as per defined guidelines
Thermal screening is done for all entering the site
Face shields provided for alcohol testing, site sanitization as per customer norms
Other guidelines as per customer protocol

10.4.3 At Branch Offices:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kindly follow the ground rules as attached in the annexure
Always ensure min 1-meter (recommended 6 feet) distance between 2 persons at shop floor
Ensure a social distance of 1 meter (recommended 6feet).
Ensure alternative seating.
Wear mask to prevent infection
50% of the employees shall be called on rotation to maintain social distancing at offices

50% employees

Before
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After

• Flexible hours staggered both at office and home can be introduced depending upon the situation /
work demand.
• Location head with approval of vertical head must prepare roster for the same with the LHR
• Disinfect your laptop or desktop at the beginning of shift / work
• AC to be switched off with doors open for ventilation
• Avoid hard copy files /print wherever possible

Avoid hard copy files

Before

After

• Employees are requested to observe good personal hygiene, monitor health regularly, frequently clean
hands by washing with soap or by using alcohol-based sanitizers.
• Use of face masks is mandatory for all at all given times, avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth.
• Hand sanitizers shall be kept at entry points, individuals to sanitize their hands before proceeding to their
work locations
• Discussions / interaction shall be done through hand phones/ mobiles at maximum times
• The guideline for Social Distancing is min 1 meter ( recommended 6 feet ). We should try to get 1 lift
dedicated for MLL at HO and with hand sanitizer bottle out side every lift at HO and for other lifts we
should ask the LL to provide the sanitizer outside the lift.
• The floor space inside the lift to have markings for employees to stand ( While maintaining the Social
Distancing of min 1 meter ). Hand sanitizer to be kept outside the lift provided by LL
• You can use AC at HO where there are no windows, provided AC ducts and filters are cleaned and sanitized
regularly ,Frequency twice in a week. Keep records of same.
• The guideline for Social Distancing is min 1 meter ( recommended 6 feet ). We should try to get 1 lift dedicated
for MLL at HO and with hand sanitizer bottle out side every lift at HO and for other lifts we should ask the LL
to provide the sanitizer outside the lift.
• The floor space inside the lift to have markings for employees to stand ( While maintaining the Social Distancing
of min 1 meter ). Hand sanitizer to be kept outside the lift provided by LL
• You can use AC at HO where there are no windows, provided AC ducts and filters are cleaned and sanitized
regularly ,Frequency twice in a week. Keep records of same.
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10.4.4 During breaks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Canteen to be used at one third of its capacity
Maintain social distance in group rooms or break tables
Playing Indoor games will not be allowed
ACs to be switched off with doors open for ventilation.
Sanitize common touch points in group rooms (e.g. tables, desktop, keyboard, walkie-talkies etc.)
While washing hands, ensure a minimum distance of 6 feet
Maintain washrooms by keeping social distancing

10.4.5 Food at Canteen (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner)
•
•
•
•

Introduce Staggered time for canteen in every shift
Please ensure you arrive and exit as per the stipulated staggered time
Canteen service staff allocation at serving counters based on staggered service timings
Stand in queue to collect food, maintaining minimum 1m distance

Before

•
•
•
•
•
•
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After

Do not touch any food items while collecting with your hand
Sit at alternative seats while having breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks
Do not talk loudly near the food counters and at dining table
Canteen staff to wear personal protective equipment
Wash your hands thoroughly with soap and water (both before and after)
Lesser overlap service. Sanitize after each service

10.4.6 Food delivery at offices:
• ‘No contact practice to be followed for all food delivery agents supplying packaged food at the premise
• Each location must identify a designated area outside the office / warehouse where the delivery agent can
keep the packaged food. The employee can collect their packaged food from that area during their
designated lunch hour
• No team lunch / meals will be ordered during induction and trainings to discourage sharing of food among
employees

Seating at office

Before

After

Conducting Meeting

Before
39

After

Name 1

Name 2

Name 3

Name 4

Entering Office

Before

After

Before

After

Lunch Breaks
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11

SANITIZATION OF PRINTER:

11.1 Purpose
To provide guidelines for sanitizing material handling equipment.

11.2 Scope:
All network hubs, transport locations, cross docks, bulk and heavy transports, sort centres, all types of
warehouses, customer warehouses operated by MLL, stores and line feed locations, head office, all regional
offices, branch offices, sites and other locations where MLL operates.

11.3 Responsibility:
Branch Officer, IMT member.

11.4 Guidelines:
• Printers should be sanitized properly every time before use
• Use alcohol solutions that contain at least 70% alcohol. The surface to be sanitized must be wiped with
this solution and then wiped off with the help of a swab or a clean cloth
• Person using printer must sanitize his/her hands before and after using the printer
• In each office, only one person can take responsibility of printing to avoid risks
Note: Commonly used equipments to be disinfected twice in a shift and each time when there is an
operator change.
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12

EM OPERATION (For more details kindly refer to Annexure) -

12.1 Purpose:
Purpose of this guideline is to describe the preventive measure procedure for EM Operation

12.2 Scope:
This standard applies to all sites and branch office of EM

12.3 Responsibility:
Location HR, Branch Manager and operational manager

12.4 Guidelines for EM Operation:
12.4.1 Measures to be taken at sites
1. GUIDELINES FOR DRIVERS:
•
•
•
•
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All the drivers will necessarily wear face masks and maintain proper hygiene
Regular monitoring of the health of drivers will be ensured
All the cars will be sanitized regularly to ensure safety and high touch point will be frequently sanitized
All the cars will be provided with sanitizers

Do’s

Don’t

2. GUIDELINES FOR TRIPS:
• Vehicle Occupancy : Following mandates have to be followed for the occupancy of any vehicle
during the trip
• In case of a Sedan: Two passengers in the back seat (including an escort where applicable).
No person will be allowed to sit in the front seat next to driver
• In case of an SUV: Three passengers in the back seats (including an escort where applicable).
No person will be allowed to sit in the front seat next to driver
• In case of a Bus or Tempo Traveller: One passenger per row.
• If any employee boarding the vehicle shows flu like symptoms, driver has been given the mandate
to cancel the trip and inform the supervisors at the sites accordingly
• Drivers will follow the defined routes for all the trips and any deviation from the trip route will not be
accepted by drivers on any whatsoever request from the passengers
• Vehicles will be allowed to operate only if the required approvals have been taken from authorities for
such trips and the approvals will have to be organized by customer
• Any trip to red zones or restricted zones will not be allowed
• Trip sheets to be managed digitally or as a soft copy and avoid paper trip sheets to ensure hygiene
and safety
• All manual sites to have Falcon driver app installed.
• Request e-roster from the customer and push trip to Driver application
• Drivers should refrain from handing over devices to customer employee for marking attendance or
feedback. If need be, with permission from customer employee, driver should use the device by himself.
• New BA on boarding & Vehicle induction all documents need to be shared on Whatsapp/ Email
• Use of app / technology platforms for uploading of documents. Vehicle documentation to be uploaded in
the portal and pictures to be uploaded on the app
• All discussions with new vendors to happen via VC/ZOOM/Webex etc.

Trip to Red zones
or restricted zones
is not allowed
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Do’s

Don’t

Manage digital
soft copy

Do’s

Don’t

3. GUIDELINES FOR PASSENGERS:
• Every employee boarding the vehicle has to compulsorily wear a mask and maintain proper hygiene
in the car
• Employees will not be allowed to enter the transport rooms in order to ensure safety for everyone
• No Employee will be allowed to use driver partners phone for the confirmation details of the trip
and similarly driver will not be allowed to use passengers phone for the same

Employee boarding
the vehicle need to
compulsorily wear
a mask
Do’s
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Don’t

4. GUIDELINES FOR SITES / CUSTOMER LOCATIONS:
• Customer locations should have adequate arrangements for sanitizers and maintain proper hygiene
• Locations have to ensure staggered or multiple entry and exit points for the employees so as to follow
social distancing norms for boarding the vehicles
• Customers should have communication in form of standees or posters for Do’s & Don’ts to ensure
safety during COVID-19 pandemic in the parking areas
• Locations should ensure that the washroom facilities provided to the drivers and ground staff at the
site are maintained and cleaned regularly in order to maintain hygiene
• Customers should provide the requisite approvals for the ground staff of Mahindra Logistics to be
present at the sites

Regularly clean the
washrooms and
maintain proper
hygiene
Do’s

COVID-19
Do’s and
Dont’s

Customers should
have information
about COVID-19
in parking areas
Do’s
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Don’t

Don’t

5. GUIDELINES FOR DOCUMENT SANITIZATION:
• No document in MLL operating locations / sites /HO/RO/Branch office will be received by anyone
from outside other than the nominated security staff / MLL employee. Nominated person should
ensure adequate hand sanitization.
• All the documents to be collected at designated delivery desk kept at the security office or in the
PCS office.
• Nominated security staff / MLL employee needs to 100% ensure that he / she is wearing hand gloves,
face mask, face shield before & at the time of receiving any document from transporter /driver /
courier agency etc. Entire activity to be carried out only by dedicated employee. Strictly avoid
multiple handling.
• Only Nominated MLL employee will scan the documents using scanner and immediately share scan
document with respective employee (Data entry operator or MIS Executive) on mail. Employee must wear
Hand gloves, Face mask, face shield, etc while scanning the document.
• Scanner to be sanitised properly (can wipe with disinfectant cloth) at least 2 times per shift by using
proper disinfectant.
• Minimum holding time of Original document will be 48 hours. All the original documents to be kept in
a single file and this file to be kept at an isolated place for 48 hours. If required hours wise files can be used.
• After 48 hours of holding time documents to be handed over to the respective department/employees (Data
entry operator or MIS Executive) . Entry to be made in resister for keeping the record of the documents
receipt and issuance ( record to be maintained for – Receipt date, Issuance date, Receipt time,
Issuance time, difference of time ( in hours ), document name, Received from, handed over to,
signature of the person who have received the doc etc.)
• Entire record shall be maintained in tracking sheet to avoid any documents to being misplaced, lost etc.
• Reconciliation of the documents to be done by the Location team with the respective stakeholder on a
daily / twice in a week basis.

6. DISINFECTION OF OPERATIONAL SITES/ VEHICLES:
• Disinfection of sites, parking bays and deep cleaning of the garages. The same needs to be discussed with customer
before start of operations.
• Deep Cleaning and disinfection of garages, front desk, seating arrangement of the cabins and other areas of operations
Ensure Cab, Cab Cabin, Bus, Bus cabins, TTs, Floor Mat, Seat / glasses / AC shields / handlers are deep cleaned and
disinfected after every trip
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• Cabin to be disinfected by spraying disinfectant material. All the common touch points e.g. seats, seat belt, foot rest,
mirrors, accelerator pedal, clutch pedal, brake pedal, all switches in the vehicle cabin, Driver box / tray, Steering wheel,
Gears knobs, Doors and door handles,etc.

Cleaning of car

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

Seating in the cab

Driver wearing mask
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13

AUDITS:

13.1

Purpose
Purpose of this guideline is to ensure the working of process as per released guidelines on compliance in
operations post COVID-19 lockdown through audits. It will help to improve the process by identifying gaps
and ensuring compliance & sustenance to protocols.

13.2 Scope:
This standard applies to all locations and offices of Mahindra Logistics.

13.3 Responsibility:
Location HR, Location head, location IMT, Safety SPOC, Safety Head, Cluster head, Vertical head, Central
IMT team and Operational Excellence team/ Branch Manager.

13.4 Guidelines:
• Audits will be conducted at each site as per defined frequency. Kindly Ref given Table
• It is mandatory to take immediate actions on observations in consultation with the Safety champion,
Location head and IMT team.
• Audit report needs to be sent to central IMT team on weekly basis
• Kindly ref. audit check list as per annexure
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Type of Audit

Frequency

Responsibility

Level 1

Each shift

Site Incharge/ ADM/ Location HR

Level 2

Once in a week

Branch Manager/ Regional HR

Level 3

Once in a month (Surprise)

Safety head / Central IMT / Operational
Excellence

STAY SAFE!

